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Abstract-Matrix factorization is one of the most success
ful collaborative filtering methods for recommender systems. 

Traditionally, matrix factorization only uses the observed user
item feedback information, which makes predictions on cold 
users/items difficult. In many applications, user/item content in
formation are also available and they have been successfully used 
in content-based methods. In recent years, there are attempts 
to incorporate content information into matrix factorization. In 
particular, the Factorization Machine (FM) is one of the most 
notable examples. However, FM is a general factorization model 
that models interactions between all features into a latent feature 
space. In this paper, we propose a novel combination of tree
based feature group learning and matrix co-factorization that 
extends FM to recommender systems. Experimental results on a 
number of benchmark data sets show that the proposed algorithm 
outperforms state-of-the-art methods, particularly for predictions 
on cold users and cold items. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid growing amount of information available 
on the Internet, recommender systems [1] are receiving more 
and more attention. In a rating-based recommender system, 
the users provide explicit ratings (such as a 5-star score) for 
items. The ratings expressed by users on items are stored 
in a "rating matrix" which is usually very sparse. Thus, an 
important task of recommender systems is the rating prediction 
problem, which aims to accurately predict the missing ratings 
in the rating matrix. 

Based on the kind of information used, existing rating 
prediction algorithms can be mainly classified as content-based 
[2] and collaborative-filtering-based [3]. Content-based meth
ods use content information of users (such as demographic in
formation) and items (such as genre) to match users' interests 
to items. In contrast, collaborative filtering methods use the 
observed ratings to predict the missing ratings. In recent years, 
collaborative-filtering-based methods are more popular as they 
are usually more accurate. Matrix factorization [4], [5] is one 
of the most successful collaborative filtering methods for rating 
prediction. However, the number of observed ratings for each 
user/item is usually imbalanced and many users/items have 
few observed ratings. Content information plays an important 
role for these cold users/items in content-based methods [2]. 
In recent years, there are efforts on incorporating content 
information into matrix factorization [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], 
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. In particular, the Factorization 
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Machine (FM) [15] is one of the most successful such models 
as it can handle all kinds of content information without 
domain knowledge. The FM models pairwise interactions 
between all features in a latent feature space. A latent vector 
of each feature is created, and the pairwise interactions are 
weighted by the inner product of the corresponding latent 
vectors. It has been successfully used in many areas, such 
as social network prediction and ads click through prediction 
in KDDCup 20121. 

However, the FM is originally designed as a general fac
torization model. There are some issues on applying the FM 
directly to recommender systems. (i) It may not be desirable 
to put user-item and user-user/item-item latent pairwise inter
actions in the same latent feature space and user-user/item
item latent pairwise interactions may not be useful. (ii) Only 
pairwise interactions are used, and so the model cannot capture 
higher degrees of nonlinearity. (iii) Feature latent vectors can 
lead to overfitting, as there are many parameters without 
enough prior knowledge to constrain them. 

In this paper, we extend the FM to recommender systems. 
First, we propose that the latent pairwise interactions are 
only used between user features and item features, as internal 
interactions of user features/item features are not suitable for 
collaborative filtering and also the internal interactions and 
user-item external interactions may not be desirable to put in 
the same latent feature space. Thus, we remove all the other 
pairwise factorizations, making the resultant model lighter. 
Second, to improve the ability of capturing nonlinearity, higher 
degrees of interactions (user/item groups) are learned by a tree
based method. The indicators of user/item groups are used 
as new features to replace all the raw content features of 
user/item. Finally, we propose to construct individual-groups 
matrices to describe the group preferences and co-factorize 
the individual-individual rating matrix and individual-group 
rating matrices to achieve further improvement. To our best 
knowledge, this is the first work to incorporate individual
group ratings into matrix factorization models. The proposed 
method achieves significantly reduced error, particularly for 
the cold userslitems. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
gives the problem formulation and introduces related methods. 
The proposed method is described in Section III. Section IV 
reports and analyzes the experimental results on several bench
mark data sets. Finally, conclusions are made in Section V. 

I hups://www.kddcup2012.org/workshop 



II. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING VIA MATRIX 

FACTORIZATION 

A. Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) 

In rating-based collaborative filtering, we are given a set 
of n users 1[J = {user1,'" ,usern}, a set of m items IT = 
{item1, ... ,itemn}, and a sparse n x m rating matrix R = 
[Rij] for the ratings of user i on itemj. The goal is to predict 
the missing ratings in R. 

In recent years, matrix factorization has been popularly used 
for collaborative filtering [9], [4], [5]. In the probabilistic 
matrix factorization (PMF) model [5], both users and items 
share a common d-dimensional latent feature space. Each 
user/item is represented by a latent feature vector, and the 
predicted rating on an (item, user) pair is given by the inner 
product of the corresponding latent vectors. Specifically, let 
V E IRnxd (resp. V E IRmXd) be the latent user (resp. item) 
matrix, in which the ith row Vi (resp. Vj) represents useri 
(resp. itemj). Let OR = {(il,jl), (i2,j2),"" (il<Olnl,jl<Olnln 
be the set of observed rating pairs. The probabilistic model 
for PMF is given by: 

p(RIV, V, O"k) II N(RijIVrVj,O"k), (1) 
(i,j)E<Oln 
n 

i=1 
m 
II N(Vj 10, O"�I), (2) 
j=1 

where N(xIJL, �) is the normal distribution with mean JL and 
covariance �, O"k is the noise variance on the ratings, and 
o"u,o"v are prior variances on V and V, respectively. 

With fixed O"R,O"U and O"v, on using the Bayes rule, 
maximizing the log posterior 10gp(V, VIR,O"k,O"�,O"Er) is 
the same as minimizing the following objective: 

1 '" T 2 AU 2 Av 2 £ ="2 � (Rij - Vi Vj) + 211VIIF + 211VIIF, 
(i,j)E<Oln 

where AU = O"k/O"Er, and AV = O"klO"�. After solving for 
V and V, the missing rating R;j of useri on itemj can be 
predicted as VrV j. 

B. Factorization Machine (FM) 

In some applications, additional content information on 
users and/or items are available to help recommendation. For 
example, in a movie recommender system, one may have 
access to the user's age, gender, and occupation, and also 
the item's genre. We may then expect young female users to 
give higher ratings to romantic movies than crime movies. In 
context-aware recommender systems [16], context information 
such as timestamp and location may also be included. 

Let these additional information be x = [XU, xi] E IRl, 
where XU is the part for user u, xi is that for item i, and 
I is the total number of content features. For simplicity, we 
assume that the user and item identifiers are always included 

as content features. They are numbered from 1 to n for users, 
and from 1 to m for items. 

For a particular (userid, itemid) pair, its prediction by the 
(second-order)2 FM [l5] is given by 

l A A T '" '" -T-
Y = Ruserid,itemid = W x + � � Vi VjXiXj, 

i=1 j=i+1 
(3) 

where W E IRl, and ViE IRd is the latent feature vector of the 
ith feature. In (3), wT x considers the strengths of individual 
features, while VrVjXiXj models the pairwise interaction 
between features. i and j. This is similar to the VrVj term in 
matrix factorization. To obtain parameters wand V = [Vi], 
we minimize the regularized square loss: 

where Yk is given by (3). 

C. Other Related Methods 

Gu [14] proposed a graph-regularized weighted nonnegative 
matrix factorization model. It uses a weighted graph for the 
similarity of content information between users/items, and 
incorporates graph regularization. The assumption is that if 
two users/items have similar content information, their latent 
features should also be similar to each other. 

Fang [17] and Lippert [13] proposed a matrix co
factorization model which simultaneously factorizes the user
item rating matrix and item-content/user-content matrix. How
ever, the construction of these matrices is sometimes non
trivial as different kinds of content features have different 
meanings, and how to normalize the different features require 
domain knowledge. Moreover, in comparison with FM, it does 
not model pairwise interactions between features. 

Mirbakhsh [12] proposed a clustering-based matrix factor
ization model. It first performs clustering on users and items, 
and constructs a cluster-based rating matrix by computing the 
average rating in each cluster. It factorizes the cluster-based 
rating matrix and original rating matrix separately, and then 
combines their results. Thus, it is not an integrated approach. 

Regression-based factor models (RBFM) [18] have also 
been successfully used in a variety of recommendation prob
lems. The idea is to replace the zero mean Gaussian vectors in 
PMF with user/item specific regression-based means based on 
content information. RBFM also adds another layer of linear 
regression on top of PMF. However, its training is based on 
the Monte Carlo EM, and not very efficient. 

2In this paper, we focus on the second-order FM. In general, 
a higher-order FM can also be used. For example, a third
order FM captures all the triplet-wise interactions, and contains 

I I I - - -
2:iI =1 2:i2=iI +1 2:i3=i2+1 Xi, Xi2Xi3 (Vi" Vi2, Vi3), where 

- - - d - - -
(Vi"Vi2,Vi3) = 2:f=l Vi,fVi2fVi3f, in the model. While 
potentially more powerful, this can be computationally expensive when there 
are a large number of features. 



III. PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Constrained Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (CPMF) 

In PMF [5], the prior means for the userlitem feature vectors 
are zero. In this section, we propose to incorporate content 
information into these priors. Specifically, for item j, we 
decompose its latent feature Vj into two parts, as 

(4) 

where Vj is the component for the content information, and 
Vj is the part for the (intrinsic) non-content information. For 
example, if item j is a cartoon movie, we can set 

VC J 

Vi 
J 

W genre=cartoon , 

Witemid=j, 

(5) 

(6) 

where Wgenre=cartoon and Witemid=j are the latent feature vectors 
for genre and item identifier, respectively. Analogous to (2), 
for VC = [Vj] and Vi = [Vj], we define 

m 

II N(Vj IO , O"�eI) , (7) 
j=l 

m 

(8) 
j=l 

where O"�e and O"�i are the corresponding variances. Similarly, 
for user i, we decompose its latent feature as 

If user i is 25 years old, female and a nurse, we can set 

Uf Wage=25 + Wsex=female + Woccllp=nllrse, 

(9) 

(10) 

u; )----t>{ 

Fig. l. Graphical model representation of the proposed constrained PMF 
(CPMF) model. V� and V'j are the content-based priors of Vi and Vj, 
while Vl and Vj are for the non-content information. 

After training, the predicted rating of user i on item j can 
be obtained as 

kj = UrVj = (Uf + Ul{(Vj + Vj). 
Using our previous example in (5), (6), (10), and (11), this 
can be written as 

T T 
W userid=i Witemid= j + W userid=i W genre=cartoon T T 
+wage=25 Witemid=j + wage=25 W genre=cartoon 

T T 
+w occup=nurse Witemid=j + W occup=nurse W genre=cartoon 

+W�x=female Witemid=j + W�x=female W genre=cartoon· 

Note that CPMF is a special case of FM, as it only models the 
pairwise interactions between user features and item features 
but not those between two different user features or (such as 
W�e=25Wsex=female) between two item features. 

Wllserid=i, (11) B. Constrained Probabilistic Matrix Co-Factorization 

where Wage=25, Wsex=female, woccllp=nllrse are the latent feature 
vectors for her age, gender and occupation information, 
respectively. The corresponding probability distributions for 

UC = [Ui] and Ui = [Ui] are 
n 

p(Uc IO"�e ) II N(Uf IO , O"�eI) , (12) 
i=l 

n 

p(Ui IO"�i) II i 2 N(Ui IO , O"UiI) . (13) 
i=l 

The proposed model will be called constrained PMF (CPMF), 
and its graphical model representation is shown in Figure 1. 

The parameters (UC , Ui , VC , Vi) can be learned by maxi
mizing the posterior. It can be easily seen that it is the same 
as minimizing the following objective: 

£ = � L [Rij -(Uf + UDT (Vj + Vj)]2 + 
A�i I IUill} 

(i,j)E<OR 

+ 
A�i I IVill} + 

A�e Ilucll} + 
A�e I Ivcll}, 

where AUi, AVi, Aue, Ave are user-defined regularization hy
perparameters. 

(CPMCF) 

Representations of a content-based prior like the one in (10) 
have several limitations. First, a linear combination cannot 
capture nonlinear interactions (for example, the latent feature 
Wage=25 and sex=female is typically not equal to sum of latent 
features Wage=25 + Wsex=female)' Second, as one content feature 
leads to one feature latent vector, the computational cost can 
be high when there are a lot of content features. Moreover, 
continuous features are clumsy to represent as they have an in
finite number of possible values. To alleviate these limitations, 
one can bin each continuous feature and use the bin index as 
a categorical feature. This, however, requires an appropriate 
setting of the number of bins. 

1) Feature Groups for UC and Vc: In this paper, we 
partition the users/items into groups based on the content 
information, and then use the group index as a new categorical 
feature. The user (resp. item) groups should be informative in 
that each group should reflect preferences for a local group of 
users (resp. items), rather than simply some global averaged 
properties. Moreover, each group should be easily interpreted 
so as to facilitate further data analysis. 

Here, we borrow the idea of decision trees to divide 
users/items to groups. In the following, we focus on the 



construction of user groups. The construction of item groups is 
analogous. Let Xu = [xf, x�, ... , , xlOR ll E IRI([]JRI xl" be the 
matrix containing the content information of users (where lU 
is the number of user-content features), and Y E IRI([]JRI be the 
rating vector. Algorithm 1 shows the procedure that partitions 
users into groups (the partitioning of items is analogous). It is 
similar to the standard decision tree algorithm except that we 
use the function NodeError for splitting. For a given item j 
in a given node, if its observed ratings in this node is fewer 
than a certain threshold er, the predicted rating value of item 
j is the average value of all the observed ratings in this node; 
otherwise, it is the average value of the observed ratings for it 
in this node. Moreover, node splitting stops when this node has 
fewer users than another threshold eu. An example is shown 
in Figure 2. 

After the user and item groups are formed, for a user i 
belonging to user group k1, we define its content latent feature 
and variance as 

Uc = Wusr 2 2 
1- kl , aUc == awusr, (14) 

where w;gr is the latent feature vector of user group k1. 
Similarly, for an item j belonging to item group k2, its content 
latent feature and variance are 

Vc itm 2 2 (15) J=wk2 , O"vc =O"wit=, 
where w�t2m is the latent feature vector of item group k2. 

/"""-. 
Major = IT? 

Occupation = Student? Age < 25? 

Yes No � 
Age> 18? Gender = Female? Occupation = Student? 

No Yes l\ No Yes l\ No 

Age>12? 0 .. 0 

h 
like Dislike 

Fig. 2. An example decision tree that splits users into groups based on 
the user's content (in this case, demographic) information. For simplicity, the 
ratings are on one particular movie. 

2) Ratings on Groups: From the learned item groups, we 
construct an item group-based rating matrix Titm = [Tii �ml E 
IRnxc ,tm where c itm is the number of item groups and Titm , , tk 
is the average observed rating of user i on items in item group 
k: 

where <O!Tikm is the set of items in item group k that have 
been rated by user i. 

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for learning user groups. 
Input: user feature matrix Xu, rating vector y. 
function GENERATETREE(XU, y) /* main function */ 

(bestf, bestv) +-- SplitFeature(XU, y); 
if bestf i= -1 then /* check stopping condition */ 

for each branch i of split do 
find Xi and Yi falling in that branch according 

to (bestf, best); 
GenerateTree(Xi, Yi); 

end for 
end if 

end function 
function SPLITFEATURE(XU, y) 

min_error +-- MAX, bestf +-- -1; 
for each feature i do 

for each possible binary split v do 
split Xu into Xf, X� according to the relation 

between v and feature i's value, and similarly Y into Yl,Y2; 
e +-- NodeError(Xf, Yl)+NodeError(X�, Y2); 
if e < min_error then 

min_error +-- e; bestf +-- i; bestv +-- v; 
end if 

end for 
end for 
return (bestf,bestv); 

end function 
function NODEERROR(XU, y) 

error+--O; 
if (#users in XU)< eu then 

return MAX; 
end if 
for each sample (Xi, Yi ) do 

j +-- itemid of the sample; 
if (#observed ratings in Xu for item j)?:. er then 

fj +-- average observed rating in Xu for item j; 
else 

fj +-- average of all observed ratings in Xu; 
end if 
error = error + (fj - Yi )2; 

end for 
return error; 

end function 

Similarly, we can define the user group-based rating matrix 

Tusr = [Tl:rl E IRmxcusr, where cusr is the number of user 
groups, and Tju:r is the average observed rating on item j by 
users of user group k: 

Tusr _ "'" 
jk - � 

1 
IIf1< IRi j ,  IUITusr 

jk 

where <O!T�tr is the set of users in user group k that have rated 
• . .1  Item J. 

When I <O!T}ksr I is small, the Tl:r value obtained may not 
be reliable. Thus, we set a threshold on the minimum number 



of observed ratings required. If the number of users in group 
k who have rated item j is below this threshold, we declare 
that Tju,:r is missing. A large threshold value makes the Tju,:r 
values more reliable, but will lead to more missing values in 
Tusr. In general, the sparser the R, a smaller threshold is used. 
In the experiments, a small threshold (around 10) is used. 

3) Model: CPMF incorporates content information with 
our tree-based method to learn different prior latent feature 
vectors in different groups. However, these prior latent feature 
vectors are also parameters to be learned. Over-fitting can 
occur when there are too many learnable parameters but too 
few constraints. This can be alleviated by using the group 
rating information, since Ve captures the latent vectors of item 
groups, and Titm captures the ratings of groups. Motivated by 
the factorization of R, we factorize Titm and Tusr as follows. 

p( Titm I V, Ve, cr�it= ) 

= IT fi II N(Tlzm IVrVj ,cr�itm)1/ IOTlk=106) 
i=l k=l jEOTik= 

p( Tusrlve, V, cr�usr) 
m c'U,8'r 

II II II N(Tl,:r IVJv�,cr�usr)1/IOTjkrl,(17) 
j=l k=l iE01jitr 

where cr�itm and cr}usr are the noise variances of group based
ratings Titm and Tusr The corresponding graphical model is 
shown in Figure 3. As we simultaneously factorize both R 
and Ts with shared parameters, it is called the constrained 
probabilistic matrix co-factorization (CPMCF) model. 

Fig. 3. Graphical model representation of the proposed CPMCF model. 

the Bayes rule, the posterior of model parameters is given by 

2 2 2 2 2 2 ) (jUi, (JVi, lJw'Usr, a witrn, (JTusr, lJTitrn 
p(R Tusr Titmlvi Vi wusr witm �2 �2 �2. ) " ' "  ,vR,vTusr,VT tLrn 

(Vi Vi usr itm I 2 2 2 2 ) .p , , W , W lJu',:, lJv',:, (Jwusr, awitm 
/ (R Tusr Titm I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ) p , , (JR, aU'i, lJv',:, (Jw1tsr, (Jwitm, (JTusr, (JTitm 

ex p(R I (V, V, crk) 
p( Tusr IVe, V, cr�usr )p( Titm IV, Ve, cr�it=) 
p(Vi Icr�i )p(Vi Icr�i )p( wusr Icr�usr )p( witm Icr�itm). 

Using (1), (4), (7), (8), (9), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16) and 
(17), for fixed observation noise variance and prior variances, 
maximizing the posterior is equivalent to minimizing the 
following objective: 

1 "[R (Vi + usr )T(Vi + itm )]2 2" � i j - i wgu(i) j wgi(j) 
(i,j)EOR 
ATusr 

+--2 (j,k)EOTusr 
ATitm 

+ --2 (i,k)EOTitm 
+ 

AU' I IVill} + 
AVi I IVill} 2 2 

+ 
Aw

2
usr Il wusrll} + 

Aw
�

tm Il witmll}, (18) 

where AS are regularization hyperparameters. wusr, witm, Vi 
and Vi are model parameters need to be learned. gU and gi 

are the functions to map user/item id to user/item group id. 
4) Advantages for the Cold-Start Problem: Recall from (9) 

that user i's latent features Vi has a content-based component 
Vi and a non-content-based component vi. If user i is a cold 
user (with few observed ratings), we can see from (18) that 
the regularizer term :y I IVill} may pull vi to zero. With the 
group-based ratings in Tusr, the (Tju,:r -ViTVj )2 term may 
help pull Vi to the more correct value. 

5) Optimization: Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) has 
been commonly used for matrix factorization [9], [4]. Specifi
cally, in each SGD iteration, an observed rating (i, j) E I(]l R is 
randomly selected. Assume that user i belongs to user group 
k1 and item j belongs to item group k2. The corresponding 
sub-objective in (18) is 

As Titm and Tusr are assumed to be independent, using This can be updated by gradient descent. 



IV. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the 
proposed CPMF and CPMCF models on a number of real
world recommender data sets. 

A. Data Sets 

The following data sets are used (Table I). 

1) MovieLens:3 The MovieLens-IM data set consists of 
1M ratings (on a scale of 1 to 5) of 3,952 users on 
6,040 movies. The user's demographic information and 
movie's genre information are provided. For demograph
ics, there are two genders, seven age groups ("under 
18", "18-24", "25-34", "35-44", "45"-49", "50-55", and 
"56+") and 21 occupations. 

2) EachMovie:4 The EachMovie data set contains 
2,811 ,983 ratings (on a scale of 0 to 5) of 72,916 
users on 1,628 movies. User's demographic information 
(without occupation) and the movie's genre information 
(10 genres) are provided. In this data set, sometimes the 
user's age/gender and/or the movie's genre are unknown. 
Hence, we also add "unknown age", "unknown gender" 
and "unknown genre" as new categorical features. 
Moreover, random age values are assigned to users with 
"unknown age". 

3) Douban:5 This data set is from [6] and contains about 
16.8M ratings (on a scale of 1 to 5) of 129,490 users 
on 58,541 movies. User's friend list information are 
provided. For each user, we also add whether he is a 
friend of each other user as a binary content feature. 
The average and maximum number of friends per user 
are 13 and 986, respectively. 

4) Netflix:6 In 2006, the online DVD rental company 
Netflix announced a contest to improve the state-of-the
art recommender systems. This data set contains 100 
million ratings of about 500,000 anonymous customers 
on more than 17,000 movies. Each movie is rated on 
a scale of 1 to 5 stars Each movie's release date is 
provided. 

To be consistent with the PMF, the observed ratings on all 
data sets are adjusted to have zero mean. 

Besides the content information provided in the data sets, 
we also extract some statistical features as additional content 
features. For each user, we add (i) the number of her observed 
ratings; (ii) the average value of her observed ratings; (iii) 100 
Boolean features indicating if she has rated each of the Top-
100 hot items. For each item, we add (i) the number of its 
observed ratings; (ii) the average value of its observed ratings; 
(iii) 100 Boolean features indicating if it has been rated by 
each of the Top-lOO hot users. 

3http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/ 
4http://grouplens.org/datasets/eachmovie/ 
Shttp://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hklirwin.king/pub/dataldouban 
6http://www.netftixprize.com 

B. Setup 

Two different amounts (namely, 80% and 40%) of rating 
information are used for training 7. Recall that hot users have 
a much larger number of observed ratings than cold users. 
To ensure all users are equally represented in the test set, we 
uniformly sample observed user-item ratings from the whole 
set into the test set. 

The proposed CPMF and CPMCF will be compared with 
the following state-of-the-art algorithms: 

1) probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) [5]; 
2) matrix co-factorization (MCF) [13]; 
3) graph regularized matrix factorization (GRMF) [14]; 
4) factorization machine (FM) [15]; 
5) factorization machine with only using pairwise interac-

tions between user features and item features (FM2). 

To reduce statistical variability, results are averaged over 
20 repetitions. Both hyperparameter8 tuning and the early 
stopping of SGD are based on a validation set (of size 5% 
of the whole data set). Performance is evaluated based on the 

root mean squared error RMSE = J � Li,j(Rij - Hij)2, 
where Rij is the rating of user i on item j, and Hi,j is the 
corresponding predicted rating. 

C. Results 

1) RMSE Comparison: Table II shows the RMSE with 
varying amounts of training data and latent feature dimen
sionalities. Overall, the proposed methods and FMs, which 
can capture nonlinear feature interactions, always outperform 
the others. In particular, the proposed CPMCF outperforms 
FM by around 0.003. 

Moreover, as can be seen, FM2 and FM are very close 
to each other (most of their results differ by less than 
0.0005). This shows that the pairwise latent interactions in 
user/item features are not very useful in improving overall 
performance. On the other hand, note that there are significant 
performance gaps between CPMF and FMs on the MovieLens 
and EachMovie data sets, and are larger than those on the 
Douban and Netflix data sets. We speculate that it is because 
the content information in Douban and Netflix are not very 
informative. Thus, it is not necessary to capture a high degree 
of nonlinearity using the proposed tree-based method. 

Note that the RMSE improves more significantly when the 
latent feature dimensionality is increased from 5 to 20, than 
when it is increased from 20 to 100. In other words, using a 
latent feature dimensionality of 20 is usually sufficient, and 
will be adopted in the following experiments . 

2) Cold Items/Users: In this section, we focus on the 
performance on cold items and cold users. Here, cold users 
(resp. items) are defined as users (resp. items) with fewer than 
10 observed ratings. The latent feature dimensionality is set 

7 As the EachMovie data set is very sparse, 80% and 60% of the rating 
information are used instead. 

8For CPMCF, we simplify hyperparameter tuning by setting ATusr 
ATit= (which will be denoted as AT in the sequel). 



TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF THE DATA SETS. 

min #ratings per max #ratings per avg #ratings per content information 
data set #users #items #ratings user item user item user item user item 

MovieLens 3,952 6,040 1M 20 1 2,314 3,428 253.1 165.6 age,gender,occupation genre 
EachMovie 72,916 1,628 2.8M 1 1 1,375 32,294 38.6 1,727.3 age,gender genre 

Douban 129,490 58,541 16.8M 1 1 1,960 7,082 12.2 7.6 friend list / 
Netflix 480,189 17,770 100M 1 3 17,653 232,944 209.3 5,654.5 / release date 

TABLE II 
RMSEs FOR DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF TRAINING DATA AND LATENT FEATURE DIMENSIONALITIES. (THE STANDARD DEVIATION IS ALWAYS SMALLER 

THAN 0.0006, AND SO NOT REPORTED) 

data set amount of data for training dim PMF 
5 0.9265 

80% 20 0.9146 

MovieLens 
100 0.9137 

5 0.9801 
40% 20 0.9762 

100 0.9757 
5 1.1176 

80% 20 1.1100 

EachMovie 
100 1.1085 

5 1.1406 
60% 20 1.1358 

100 1.1352 
5 0.7325 

80% 20 0.7218 

Douban 
100 0.7209 

5 0.7552 
40% 20 0.7503 

100 0.7499 
5 0.9258 

80% 20 0.9172 

Netflix 
100 0.9158 

5 0.9531 
40% 20 0.9467 

100 0.9462 

• MeF III GRMF • FM • FM2 • (PMF • CPMCF 

1.0685 

-MCF GRMF -FM -FM2 -CPMF -CPMCF 

(a) MovieLens. 

-MeF IIIGRMF aFM -FM2 .CPMF .CPMCF 

0.8705 

1.2138 

(b) EaehMovie. 

_MCF IIIGRMF aFM aFM2 aCPMF aCPMCF 

1.0496 

1.0475 

(e) Douban. (d) NetHix. 

Fig. 4. RMSEs for the cold users. 

to 20, and 40% (resp. 60%) of the data are used for training 
for MovieLens, Douban, Netftix (resp. EachMovie). 

Figures 4 and 5 show the RMSEs for the cold users and cold 
items, respectively. As can be seen, the RMSE improvements 

MCF GRMF FM FM2 
0.9185 0.9162 0.9135 0.9139 
0.9122 0.9052 0.9022 0.9019 
0.9115 0.9045 0.9020 0.9018 
0.9694 0.9689 0.9558 0.9559 
0.9668 0.9675 0.9514 0.9517 
0.9665 0.9669 0.9513 0.9510 
1.1060 1.1058 1.1043 1.1045 
1.0999 1.0995 1.0992 1.0998 
1.0979 1.0992 1.0990 1.0992 
1.1220 1.1194 1.1157 1.1164 
1.1178 1.1162 1.1117 1.1119 
1.1170 1.1161 1.1112 1.1112 
0.7268 0.7243 0.7194 0.7189 
0.7175 0.7158 0.7122 0.7123 
0.7173 0.7145 0.7112 0.7114 
0.7452 0.7421 0.7399 0.7395 
0.7423 0.7405 0.7362 0.7352 
0.7418 0.7404 0.7355 0.7350 
0.9240 0.9222 0.9199 0.9197 
0.9162 0.9153 0.9134 0.9135 
0.9151 0.9143 0.9117 0.9120 
0.9512 0.9502 0.9492 0.9488 
0.9443 0.9440 0.9428 0.9430 
0.9442 0.9437 0.9425 0.9425 

-MCF IIIGRMF -FM -FM2 -CPMF -CPMCF 

1.2621 

(a) MovieLens. 

• MCF GRMF . FM • FM2 • CPMF • (PMCF 

0.8891 

CPMF CPMCF 
0.9124 0.9112 
0.9013 U.'.IUUj 
0.9012 0.9001 
0.9545 0.9536 
0.9508 u.'.I4'.15 
0.9502 0.9494 
1.1034 1.1022 
1.0984 1.0975 
1.0975 1.09511 
1.1137 1.11:H 
1.1108 1.1093 
1.1105 1.1087 
0.7187 0.7162 
0.7118 0.7102 
0.7110 u.7u'.Il 
0.7394 0.7352 
0.7351 0.7315 
0.7350 u.7jlj 
0.9195 0.9181 
0.9130 0.9115 
0.9114 0.9096 
0.9484 u.'.I47:l 
0.9426 0.9412 
0.9425 0.9404 

-MCF IIIGRMF -FM -FM2 -CPMF -CPMCF 

1.4133 

1.4081 

(b) EachMovie. 

-MeF IiGRMF aFM -FM2 .CPMF .CPMCF 

1.0415 

1.0392 

(e) Douban. (d) Netflix. 

Fig. 5. RMSEs for the cold items. 

of CPMCF over FM (of around 0.05) for the subset of cold 
users/items are much larger than those on the full set This 
shows, as expected, that cold users/items can benefit more 
from the use of content information than users/items with suf-
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Fig. 6. RMSE at different AT'S. Here, the latent feature dimensionality is 
20, and 80% of the data are used for training. 

ficient observed ratings. In particular, CPMCF is again better 
than CPMF. This is because not only can the cold users/items 
benefit from their group information via the regularization 
terms I IVill} and I IVill}, but also the co-factorization of 
group-based rating matrices can also help. 

3) Effect of Co-Factorization: In CPMCF, the AT parameter 
plays an important role as it controls how much the model 
should fit the group-based rating matrices Tusr and Titm. 
With a small AT, we only add the prior means VC and VC 
to the constrained PMF but does not require fitting Tusr and 
Titm; whereas with a large AT, the fitting of Ts dominate the 
learning process and the training loss of the observed rating 
information R is ignored. 

Figure 6 shows how AT affects the prediction accuracy (with 
a latent feature dimensionality of 20). As can be seen, as 
AT increases, the RMSE decreases first, but then increases 
with an increase in AT. This confirms our intuition that 
co-factorizing the raw rating matrix and group-based rating 
matrices simultaneously achieve better performance than using 
either only R or Ts. For the cold users/items, the best AT is 
usually larger than that for the full set. We speculate that it 
is because the group-based rating information is more helpful 
for cold users/items. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed the combination of a novel tree
based feature group learning method and a novel constrained 
probabilistic matrix co-factorization model. This extends the 
state-of-the-art factorization machine on the rating prediction 
problem in recommender systems. We alleviated some key 
limitations of applying factorization machine. Experimental 
results show that the proposed method outperforms a number 
of baseline methods on several real-world data sets, with 
results particularly encouraging on the cold users and cold 
items. 
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